Automatic supervision of gestures to guide novice surgeons during training.
Virtual surgery simulators enable surgeons to learn by themselves, shortening their learning curves. Virtual simulators offer an objective evaluation of the surgeon's skills at the end of each training session. The considered evaluation parameters are based on the analysis of the surgeon's gestures performed throughout the training session. Currently, this information is usually known by surgeons only at the end of the training session, but very limited during the training performance. In this paper, we present a novel method for automatic and interactive evaluation of the surgeon's skills that is able to supervise inexperienced surgeons during their training session with surgical simulators. The method is based on the assumption that the sequence of gestures carried out by an expert surgeon in the simulator can be translated into a sequence (a character string) that should be reproduced by a novice surgeon during a training session. In this work, a string-matching algorithm has been modified to calculate the alignment and distance between the sequences of both expert and novice during the training performance. The results have shown that it is possible to distinguish between different skill levels at all times during the surgical training session. The main contribution of this paper is a method where the difference between an expert's sequence of gestures and a novice's ongoing sequence is used to guide inexperienced surgeons. This is possible by indicating to novices the gesture corrections to be applied during surgical training as continuous expert supervision would do.